Abstract. We have used SDL to support the design and implementation of SLACP, a novel logical link layer protocol to enhance the performance of TCP over wireless WAN links. The protocol was modeled in SDL and successive refinements of its design were carried out based on feedback obtained from using the validation facilities of Telelogic Tau 4.4 SDT.
Introduction
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [1] is the dominant transport protocol in the Internet. TCP performs well in wired networks where packet losses occur mainly due to congestion. Unfortunately TCP performance suffers in wireless networks where packet losses due to link errors and handoff are predominant [2] . We have designed a link-aware protocol called Satellite Link Aware Communication Protocol (SLACP) to improve TCP performance over wireless WAN links such as satellite links 1 . We use SDL [3] to support the design and implementation of SLACP based on a validation-oriented design approach. In this approach an initial abstract executable model that covers the basic functionality of the protocol is developed. In the abstract model the number of data elements (both in signals and in processes) is kept to a minimum. We then validate the internal consistency and functionality of the abstract model. Subsequently we add details to the basic model in an incremental manner by specifying additional elements such as signal parameters, error handling and validate the enhanced model. This step is iterated until all the elements of the protocol have been added to the model. This incremental design approach helps in controlling the complexity of the protocol and in evolving a design that could be validated. This approach is facilitated by modeling SLACP in SDL and using the feedback obtained from the validation facilities provided by Telelogic Tau 4.4 SDT [4] . The SDL model of SLACP is the basis of the implementation of the protocol in Linux [5, 6] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of SLACP. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the modeling of SLACP using SDL. Section 5 deals with SLACP validation and section 6 compares the SDL model with the actual implementation of the protocol. In section 7 we discuss the conclusions of the paper.
Satellite Link Aware Communication Protocol (SLACP)
SLACP is a full-fledged logical link layer protocol which provides data transfer, error recovery and a Quality of Service (QoS) mechanism for enhancing TCP and other Internet protocol performance on wireless WANs. A detailed description of the protocol with performance results is given in [5, 6] . We briefly describe the salient features of SLACP needed to understand the design of the protocol. The main goal of SLACP is to reduce the errors perceived by TCP. SLACP uses selective repeat sliding window mechanism [7] for data transfer. Error recovery is done using a combination of Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) and Forward Error Correction (FEC). SLACP provides flow control mechanisms between the Internet Protocol (IP) layer and the satellite Medium Access Control (MAC) layer. SLACP performs a QoS mapping in which all packets belonging to an IP QoS class are directed to a SLACP channel with appropriate QoS parameters. SLACP supports several logical channels with independent choice of QoS parameters and error control schemes.
SLACP frames are of two types, control frames and data frames. Control frames carry the signals to setup, disconnect and reset a channel besides providing information regarding acknowledgments, packet loss and flow control. Data frames carry the IP packets. Frames transmitted over each logical channel are delivered independently of the frames sent over the other channels. A single high priority channel, called control channel, allows timely delivery of time-critical frames such as retransmitted data frames, acknowledgments and control frames. The frames sent through the control channel are FEC encoded to make them robust against errors. By default all original data frames are sent without FEC encoding as the satellite and other wireless channels are relatively error free most of the time and FEC encoding consumes additional bandwidth.
A problem with the link layer recovery is that it may interfere with the TCP recovery if the link level recovery takes a long time. We designed SLACP to minimize the link recovery delay by providing a high priority channel for the time-critical frames, by using acknowledgments with selective repeat information (SACK blocks), by setting the ARQ persistence level to one, together with employing FEC-encoding to protect retransmissions, and by introducing special frames such as nothing to send frame and rxmtpkt loss frame. SLACP can recover lost frames readily if the loss occurs at the beginning or in the middle of a burst of frames, because the loss can be detected immediately with the first successfully arriving frame. If the tail of a burst is lost, depending on the idle time until the next burst begins, SLACP might need to rely on a timer gener-
